What’s Behind
Your InsulWall ?
®

Organic Produce

Organically Grown Company Selected InsulWall to Create Cooler Rooms for its Organic Produce
The Challenge
Founded in 1978, employee and
grower-owned Organically Grown
Company (OGC) is the largest organic
produce distributor in the Pacific Northwest.
In 2015, OGC delivered approximately
70,600 tons of organic produce to over
500 customers throughout the Northwest.
From distribution centers in Oregon and
Washington, OGC has been recognized
as a leader in sustainable business
practices including sourcing 100%
renewable energy in facilities, operating
their own Clean Air certified truck fleet,
support for fair trade and charitable giving.
In fact, its Portland facility was built to
LEED® Gold standards.
This past June, OGC was in need of an
insulated wall solution that delivered
flexibility to create cooler spaces in a matter
of hours, if necessary for its Portland facility.
Engineered Products, a Pape Company,
introduced Randall’s InsulWall to OGC
to meet its temperature control,
space management, and LEED®
contributing requirements.

Solution: InsulWall

Results

Temperature Separation
InsulWall’s R values allow OCG meet a variety
of temperature zones to accommodate its seasonal,
organic produce.

Flexibility
As inventory changes with the season and demand,
OCG has the ability to manage their cooler space
with ease and efficiency.

Ease of Installation
In about a day, InsulWall was installed between
existing racks and evaporators. In addition,
InsulWall was installed around two impact doors
and two man doors.

“Produce is seasonal, thus demand on our
refrigerated space is ever fluctuating. It’s
of great value to us to have the ability to
reconfigure our cooler spaces, in a matter
of hours if necessary; InsulWall delivered
flexibility, affordability and temperature
separation. Another determining factor
was the ease of cleaning InsulWall’s vinyl
fabric. Food safety is paramount at OCG,
and having the ability to easily and quickly
clean InsulWall has saved us substantial
labor hours.”
—Anthony Seran, Project Manager
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